


Executive Summary

Jumeirah Beach Residences (JBR), Shoreline Apartments and The Views were one of the first freehold residential projects launched in Dubai by

government sector developers. The communities have been a popular destination for both end-users and investors. A price analysis using

transactional data from 2012 reaffirms and/or refutes certain truths that have been prevalent amongst buyers.

A popular truth prevalent in Shoreline Apartments was that buildings on the sea-side are more expensive because of the view and accessibility to

the beach and amenities. An in depth analysis reaffirms that road side buildings trade a discount of 186 AED/Sqf to the community average,

whereas units on the sea-side trade at a premium of 207 AED/Sqf.

In The Views buildings completed before 2007 are similar to old greens, whereas as post 2007 completed buildings were more upscale. A price

analysis of the Views since 2012 reveals that buildings completed post 2007 trade at a premium of 121 AED/Sqf to the community average.

Whereas buildings completed pre-2007 are at a discount of 146 psf. This differential appears to be directly correlated to the age of the building,

although other factors such as golf course views, proximity to the school, and noise pollution also seems to be at play.

In JBR buildings at the front of the community trade at a premium to the ones at the back. A price analysis of the JBR since 2012 reveals that

building in the front trade at a premium of 88 AED/Sqf to the community average. Whereas buildings at the back are at a discount of 87 AED/Sqf.

The differential in full-sea views and accessibility have shown up systematically in the data for the front facing buildings

As communities mature, and as end users start to dominate certain areas, qualitative factors start coming to the forefront; these factors not only

help in the guidance of investors, they also assist in designing subsequent master communities as Dubai looks to build sustainable and all inclusive

areas.
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Premium & Discounts in Shoreline Apartments (Palm Jumeirah)

“The value of an idea lies in the using of it”

Thomas A. Edison



Shoreline Apartments: Sea Facing Buildings Trade at a Premium

Road Facing vs Sea Facing: Premiums and Discounts to the Mean (2012-2017)

Source: REIDIN

Some of the factors that influence buyers is the view and amenities, which is reflected in the price of the unit. In the Shoreline buildings

that are road facing trade at a discount compared to the buildings that are on the sea-side. From the data we can see that main road

facing buildings trade lower by 186 AED/Sqf compared to the community mean, whereas sea facing units are at a premium of 207

AED/Sqf. The reason for this differential can be attributed to the sea-view and accessibility to the amenities (club house and beach).
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Premium & Discounts in the Shoreline Apartments

Shoreline: Premiums and Discounts to the Mean by building based on Transacted Units (2012-2017) 

The above table highlights the premiums and discounts of each building in Shoreline to the community average. We can witness that

Nabat has highest premium to the mean, which is due to its location and unobstructed view on either side. Whereas on the other end of

spectrum, Habool trades at the largest discount (even though Habool is adjacent to Das which has not witnessed the discount, the

reason why prices trade at a discount is because the mall has obstructed its view as well as created road noise dynamics). This spectrum

of premia and discount relative to the mean then encompasses a cornucopia of factors that include the upkeep of individual units, the

breakdown of the respective units, views, as well as qualitative factors such as road noise, neighboring construction, etc.

Source: REIDIN
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Premium & Discounts in The Views

“Above all else, show the data”

Edward R. Tufte



The Views: Buildings completed after 2007 trade at a Premium

Buildings completed Before and After 2007: Premiums and Discounts (2012-2017)

In The Views buildings completed before 2007 are similar to old greens, whereas as post 2007 the buildings were more upscale. A price

analysis of the Views since 2012 reveals that building post 2007 trade at a premium of 121 AED/Sqf to the community average. Whereas

buildings completed pre-2007 are at a discount of 146 AED/Sqf. This differential in build (and in certain cases height) factors have shown

up systematically in the data.

Source: REIDIN & UNITAS
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The Views: Building-wise Premiums and Discounts to the Mean

Views: Premiums and Discounts to the Mean by building based on Transacted Units (2012-2017) 

The above table highlights the premiums and discounts of each building in The Views to the community average. We can witness that

Tanaro has the highest premium to the mean. Whereas on the other end of spectrum, The Views 1&2 trades at the largest discount. The

predominant variable that is at play here appears to be the time of completion, although certain other factors such as golf course views

and proximity to the school also are responsible.

Source: REIDIN
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Premium & Discounts in JBR

“Where there is data smoke, there is business fire."

Thoman Redman



JBR: Buildings completed after 2007 trade at a Premium

Buildings completed Before and After 2007: Premiums and Discounts (2012-2017)

In the JBR buildings at the front of the community trade at a premium to the ones at the front. A price analysis of the JBR since 2012

reveals that building in the front trade at a premium of 88 AED/Sqf to the community average. Whereas buildings at the back are at a

discount of 87 AED/Sqf. The buildings in front have the advantage of an unobstructed sea view, whereas the majority of units in the back

have obstructed by other high rises.

Source: REIDIN 
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JBR Building-wise Premiums and Discounts to the Mean

JBR: Premiums and Discounts to the Mean by building based on Transacted Units (2012-2017) 

The above table highlights the premiums and discounts of each building in the JBR to the community average. We can witness that Bahar

6 has the highest premium to the mean. Whereas on the other end of spectrum, Sadaf 8 trades at the largest discount. The predominant

variable that is at play here appears to be the view and position of the building, although certain other factors such as proximity to the

JBR Walk. It is clear here that even amongst the front facing buildings, there appears to be the upkeep of units that are now being

factored in the prices, which is the usually the case as communities start to mature.

Source: REIDIN
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Conclusions

Premium / Discounts in the Shoreline Premium / Discounts in The Views

As communities mature, and 

as end users start to 

dominate certain areas, 

qualitative factors start 

coming to the forefront; 

these factors not only help in 

the guidance of investors, 

they also assist in designing 

subsequent master 

communities

Premium / Discounts in JBR Conclusions

Spectrum of premia and 

discount relative to the mean 

then encompasses a 

cornucopia of factors that 

include the upkeep of 

individual units, the 

breakdown of the respective 

units, views, as well as 

qualitative factors such as 

road noise, neighboring 

construction, etc. 

In the Shoreline Apartments that are road facing trade at a

discount compared to the buildings that are on the sea-side.

From the data we can see that main road facing buildings trade

lower by 186 AED/Sqf compared to the community mean,

whereas sea facing units are at a premium of 207 AED/Sqf.

The major reasons for this differential can be attributed to the

sea-view and accessibility to the amenities (club house and

beach).

The value of a granular analysis suggests end user buying patterns that

only evolve over time. Preferences such as pedestrian access to schools,

and less noise pollution, alongside a greater demand for serenity and

green patches should assist in guiding investors in gauging demand in

other communities across Dubai.

As the end user bandwagon continues to gather pace, such qualitative

factors will come to the fore, and it is only in the scrutiny of such

behavior will investors be able to determine superior investments from

the sub par ones.

In The Views buildings completed before 2007 are similar to old

greens, whereas as post 2007 the buildings were more upscale. A price

analysis of the Views since 2012 reveals that building post 2007 trade

at a premium of 121 AED/Sqf to the community average.

Whereas buildings completed pre-2007 are at a discount of 146

AED/Sqf. This differential in build (and in certain cases height) factors

have shown up systematically in the data.

The predominant variable that is at play here appears to be the time of

completion, although certain other factors such as golf course views

and proximity to the school also are responsible.

In the JBR buildings at the front of the community trade at a

premium to the ones at the front.

A price analysis of the JBR since 2012 reveals that building in

the front trade at a premium of 88 AED/Sqf to the community

average.

The buildings in front have the advantage of an unobstructed

sea view, whereas the majority of units in the back have

obstructed by other high rises.



GCP believes in in-depth planning and discipline as a 

mechanism to identify and exploit market discrepancy 

and capitalize on diversified revenue streams. 

Our purpose is to manage, direct, and create wealth for 
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effective basis.
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Our Aspiration and Motto

“No barrier can withstand the strength of purpose”
HH General Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum

The Ruler of Dubai and Prime Minister of UAE




